
Note: The motor is secured to the hull 
with aggressive servo tape, so it may take 
a small amount of force as well as prying 
with a screwdriver to free the motor.

8. When the motor is free, pull the motor out as 
well as remove the rubber drive shaft coupler. 
This should expose the drive shaft coupler cap.

Continued on other side

If you damage the propeller, you may need to 
purchase a replacement propeller/propeller shaft.
Follow these steps to replace the propeller. Adult
supervision is recommended.

1. Remove the canopy by unhooking the rubber 
band that attaches the canopy to the hull.

2. Use a small flathead screwdriver to loosen 
black set screw that secures the rudder. 

3. Remove rudder carefully and make certain not 
to loose the two spacers that allow the rudder 
to move freely.

4. Remove the 4 small Phillips screws that 
secure the front of the plastic deck cover and 
the antenna.

5. Push the antenna out of your way.
6. Pull up on the top (front) of the plastic deck 

cover to reveal the motor and drive shaft 
coupler.

7. Remove the two screws that secure the motor 
bracket. Carefully pull the motor out, making 
certain not to accidentally detach the motor 
leads from solder joint. Step 6 —Fold Step 7—Remove Motor Screws (2)

Step 4 —Remove Screw (4)

Step 2 —Remove Screw

Rudder Arm

Antenna

Motor Bracket
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6. Slide rubber coupler back onto motor cap. 
7. Slide rubber coupler back onto the new drive 

shaft cap.
8. Re-install motor and motor bracket. Make sure 

that when this is done that the motor leads are 
once again placed inside the molded hook to 
keep the leads secured and out of the way.

9. Re-install the rudder. Be certain to include the 
spacers below the rudder arm.

10. Re-install the deck cover. Make certain 
the antenna is once again secured.

If you have any questions regarding the replacement
of the prop/prop shaft, please call  877-504-0233.

If after removing the rubber coupler you notice the
cap is metal, it is threaded. Follow these steps to
replace the prop/prop shaft:

1. Remove prop/prop shaft from cap by un-
screwing it.

2. Slide propeller and shaft out of drive tube.
3. Locate the new prop/prop shaft—Proceed 

to Step 4.

If after removing the rubber coupler you notice
that the cap is plastic and gray in color, it is press
fit on the shaft. Follow these steps to replace the
prop/prop shaft:

1. Using a pair of pliers and strong force, pry the 
gray plastic cap off of the drive shaft.

2. Slide propeller and shaft out of drive tube.
3. Locate the new prop/prop shaft which will have

a metal, threaded end cap—Proceed to Step 4.
4. Slide the new prop/prop shaft into the boat.
5. Thread the prop/prop shaft into the threaded 

cap. It may be necessary to use a small pliers  
to hold cap while shaft is being tightened.

Step 1—Remove CapStep 2—Remove Shaft

Propeller Shaft CapPropeller Shaft

Rudder
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